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Governments are under pressure to 
provide better service at lower cost 
to constituents. In many instances, 
large IT improvements—such as 
those related to the implementation 
of financial management systems, 
retirement systems, and health and 
human services systems—hold out 
the promise for long-term efficiencies 
and cost savings. 

as tax revenues decline during the 
current downturn, governments have 
a new level of urgency to invest in 
efficient infrastructure, and, where 
funds become available, to make  
sure they are well spent. stimulus 
assistance may, in fact, put more IT 
projects on the front burner, but to 
qualify, agencies will no doubt have  
to meet the highest standards of  
quality assurance and accountability. 
This could be a challenge.

Public sector projects can face similar 
or even higher risks than private sec-
tor projects. Projects in both sectors 
often fail to meet their goals,1 with 
the likelihood of failure increasing 
exponentially as the projects become 
larger and more complex. With total 
annual government IT spending in the 
U.s. estimated to be in excess of $100 
billion, even nominal cost overruns 
create multi–billion-dollar impacts. 

In the current economic downturn, the 
need to avoid costly project failures is 
greater than ever. Government enti-
ties are sensitive about their responsi-
bility to utilize public funds effectively 

and efficiently, and today they’re look-
ing even more closely at how dollars 
are spent. all funding, including what-
ever stimulus dollars that find their 
way to large IT projects, promises to 
come with intense public scrutiny and 
more than the usual requirements for 
transparency and accountability.

In recent years, many government 
agencies have attempted to promote 
project success by enhancing project 
processes and more closely monitor-
ing outcomes. These efforts have 
included improved project man-
agement practices; use of analytic 
techniques such as earned value 
management; organizational change 
management measures such as  

communications and training; and  
the reduction of customizations in 
commercial off-the-shelf software.  
In many cases, the efforts have not 
sufficiently addressed project risks. 
often, that’s because the steps taken 
were intended to serve as warning 
signals, rather than ways to prevent 
or solve problems. a project manage-
ment office (PMo) is often focused 
on evaluating cost and schedule 
factors associated with earned value 
management. as a result, when an 
internal project PMo tackles the 
quality assurance role, it often lacks 
the objectivity needed to provide the 
necessary evaluation of project qual-
ity. organizations need a qualified, 

Introduction

1A 2006 Standish Group survey of IT projects, which included projects from both the public and private 
sector, indicated that 65 percent of projects either fail outright or fail to meet their intended goals.
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objective, and honest broker, one who 
is not fully embedded in the project, to 
objectively assess and report on risks 
and help ensure that the project is 
achieving its requirements.

one approach, Quality assurance/
Independent verification and 
validation (Qa/Iv&v), is grounded 
in independence and objectivity. 
It draws from closely examined 
standards for quality management, 
quality assurance, and verification/
validation, including Iso 9001, Project 
Management Body of Knowledge 
(PMBoK), six sigma, IEEE standard 
for software verification and 
validations (v&v), and Capability 
Maturity Model Integration (CMMI).2 

Qa/Iv&v has made a significant 
enough contribution to project suc-
cess that some government agencies, 
such as the U.s. department of Health 
and Human services, have moved to 
require Qa/Iv&v for the implemen-
tation of systems to support critical 
programs, and one large state is 
adopting a Qa/Iv&v requirement for 
any project over $10 million. Federal 
IT projects are required to have a pro-
gram management plan that includes 
Earned value Management (EvM)3, 
and to undergo quarterly Capital 
Planning and Investment Control 
(CPIC)4  reviews of project perform-
ance. However, many state and local 
governments, as well as some federal 
agencies, have not yet begun using 
Qa/Iv&v. 

Evidence suggests they should. 
Qa/Iv&v provides a proactive and 
objective assessment of a project’s 
risks and performance as well as the 
quality of its management, delivera-
bles, and related processes. The key 
to its effectiveness is that it provides 
insights designed to help the project 
reduce the likelihood of significant 
problems. Many companies and CIos 
have undertaken similar assessments 
after problems have occurred. Ideally, 
Qa/Iv&v begins at the outset of a 
project, when risks can be foreseen, 
prioritized, and addressed, and  
continues throughout the project life 

cycle. However, it can also be applied 
at points in time or to individual 
project phases. By gathering relevant 
project data, analyzing that data to 
formulate performance improvement 
guidance, and providing continuous 
improvement feedback to the project, 
Qa/Iv&v can increase the likelihood 
that the project will meet its objectives 
on time and on budget. 

This paper discusses why government 
IT projects should utilize Qa/Iv&v, 
how Qa/Iv&v works, and considera-
tions for Qa/Iv&v implementation. 

2 Organizations that developed these standards are as follows: International Organization for Standardization 
(ISO 9001), Project Management Institute (PMBOK), Motorola, Inc. (Six Sigma), Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Carnegie Mellon Software Engineering Institute (CMMI).

3Earned Value Management (EVM) is a project management technique for measuring project progress in an 
objective manner.

4 Capital Planning and Investment Control (CPIC) is a term used in the federal government to describe an 
integrated approach to managing information technology (IT) investments advised by the Office of  
Management and Budget (OMB).



A recent study conducted by the Standish 
Group on the success of IT projects over 
a 12-year period revealed that IT project 
performance has improved in recent 
years, but projects continue to have 
issues and failures. In the public sector, 
large IT projects have cost taxpayers bil-
lions of dollars. For example:

  With a $100 million price tag already 
spent, a state’s enterprise financial 
management system project was 
indefinitely suspended after an 
independent assessment determined 
that the state had failed to adhere to 
industry best practices for funding, 
planning, and implementation. 

  A large northeastern city has yet to 
deploy a new billing system for its 
half-million water customers after 
spending three years and $18 million, 
more than twice what it expected  
to pay. 

  Implementation of a new $55 mil-
lion payroll system for a large urban 
school district resulted in $53 million 
in overpayments to teachers, months 
of nonpayments, and additional costs 
of $35 million for repairs and delays.

  A $171 million, five-year project to 
build and run a state’s Medicaid 
claims system is behind schedule and 
bogged down in litigation, with the 
state blaming the vendor for unac-
ceptable work product and the vendor 
blaming the state for inefficient project 
management and lack of knowledge 
about the current system.

These cases from state and local govern-
ment represent egregious examples 
that serve as a warning to project 
sponsors. But not all failures are “cata-
strophic.” Sponsors also want and need 
to address more common issues and 
failures. For example, a recent study by 
the Government Accountability Office 
showed that the Federal OMB (Office 
of Management and Budget) and other 
federal agencies “have identified approxi-
mately 412 IT projects—totaling at least 
$25.2 billion in expenditures for fiscal year 
2008—as being poorly planned, poorly 
performing, or both.” 

A 2005 survey by KPMG of 600 public 
and private sector organizations in 22 
countries confirms the prevalence of 
“common issues and failures.” The 
survey determined that 49 percent of 
participants experienced at least one IT 
project failure during the prior 12 months, 
only 2 percent of organizations achieved 
target benefits consistently, and 86 
percent of organizations lost up to 25 
percent of target benefits across their 
project portfolios. Further, though use of 
business cases was the norm, such criti-
cal elements as project scope, key risks, 
and key assumptions were missing in 
over one-third of the organizations. Only 
41 percent of organizations had any form 
of benefits realization process and only 
13 percent continued measuring progress 
until commitments were met. 

Finally, surveyed organizations reported 
that they were increasing their focus on 
project governance, but that this focus 
often diminished once a project was 
approved. Similarly, project management 
had gained a higher profile through report-
ing relationships to C-level executives, 
yet in only 24 percent of organizations 
did project managers have formal project 
management qualifications.
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Why government IT projects  
should utilize QA/IV&V 
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What project failure 
looks like 

Projects that fail outright or in part 
typically show one or more of these 
characteristics:

• System is delivered late

• Project exceeds budget

•  Scope delivered is not the scope 
expected by end users

•  Key functionality is not delivered or 
does not work properly

•  Legacy systems remain in place and are 
not subsumed by the new system

•  Stakeholders ultimately resist changes 
required to adapt to the new system

•  Functionality delivered is what was 
asked for, but is not what was needed 
or did not fix the problem it was bought 
to solve 

•  Requirements of the project are 
met, but anticipated benefits do not 
materialize

•  Gaps in internal controls for the new 
system result in reported errors or fraud

•  Any one of the above project character-
istics results in bad publicity for elected 
officials responsible for the project

There’s nothing inevitable about these 
symptoms of failure, but far too often 
in any given project one or more does 
occur. An independent QA/IV&V function 
can help anticipate symptoms early on, 
mitigate the risk of project failure, and 
address the underlying causes. 



Benefits of QA/IV&V

The usefulness of QA/IV&V in enabling 
project success is due to a number of 
key attributes. First, QA/IV&V focuses on 
organizational strategy and stakeholder 
requirements as the guiding purpose for 
project activities and deliverables. Then, 
through proactive review of governance, 
project management, and product devel-
opment, it can help determine whether 
the processes needed to deliver the 
project successfully are in place, and then 
whether they are properly executed.

“Getting it right the first time” reduces 
costly rework. A recent study of IT 
projects by the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) revealed 
that the cost of correcting a defect in 
the testing phase is over fifty times the 
cost of correcting the same defect in the 
requirements phase.

QA/IV&V’s risk-based approach can help 
identify conditions within the project  
or lessons learned from similar efforts 
that might cause problems, bring them  
to the attention of management, and 
focus efforts on preventing the areas of 
highest risk. 

This risk-based, forward-looking 
approach helps ensure that stakeholder 
requirements are being addressed early 
on and helps identify risks before they 
become full-blown problems that are 
more costly to fix. In addition, when  
problems are identified, QA/IV&V can 
help identify the root causes so mistakes 
are not repeated.

Finally, its emphasis on measurement of 
project outcomes can improve project 
processes and results by raising critical 
questions: Do project deliverables meet 
industry standards? Is the project on 
time, within budget, and delivering 
the required scope? Are the expected 
business outcomes and benefits being 
achieved? QA/IV&V can also identify 
priorities for management of risks in line 
with the magnitude and probability of a 
risk’s impact on outcomes.

Thus, applied over the full life cycle of a 
project, QA/IV&V can serve as a positive 
force on the project’s execution, follow-
through, and ultimate returns. 
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“ Getting it 
right the 
first time” 
reduces 
costly 
rework.

source: B. Boehm and v. Basili, “software defect reduction Top 10 List,” IEEE Computer
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The QA/IV&V team should collaborate 
with the government project team and 
the systems integrator to help identify 
and address reasons for project failure 
and help the project succeed. In the 
public sector, the reasons for IT project 
failure tend to repeat themselves:

•  Operational staff who understand busi-
ness needs are unable to participate 
in the project because they are busy 
running day-to-day operations 

•  Experienced IT and business subject 
matter experts are in short supply or 
unobtainable because of retirements  
or departure to the more lucrative 
private sector

•  The “business” or operations cedes 
ownership of the project to IT, with the 
result that business needs are inad-
equately addressed

•  The project does not recognize the 
need for change management or re-
engineering of business processes

•  The project is developed independently 
of agency architecture or technology 
standards

•  The project lacks executive sponsorship 
required to obtain adequate priority, 
attention, and resources

With today’s rapid movement to new 
technologies, such as Web 2.0, IT 
projects are also facing such difficulties 
as lack of interoperability with feeder 
systems, security and privacy shortfalls, 
and data migration issues.

Given the prevalence of project failure 
and the variety of contributing factors, the 
QA/IV&V approach is needed to help the 
program owners “build the right system” 
and “build the system right.” In the first 
instance, QA/IV&V focuses on helping 

the project generate quality delivera-
bles so that the system and associated 
processes and infrastructure that are 
ultimately built will meet business needs 
and align with the organization’s goals. In 
the second instance, QA/IV&V focuses 
on enabling quality project management 
and execution consistent with industry-
leading practices. This effort includes, for 
example, making sure that the project 
office has appropriate capabilities, agency 
technology standards are integrated into 
the requirements and specifications, 
and the acquisition strategy incorporates 
performance-based acquisition concepts.

 

Risk assessment
The QA/IV&V risk assessment focuses 
on identifying, defining, and controlling 
the key risks the project poses to its own 
success and to the organization. A com-
prehensive risk assessment is designed 
to help the project meet business require-
ments, keep milestones and deliverable 
dates, stay within budget, and deliver 
intended benefits. The key is to identify 
and address risks before they negatively 
affect the project.

OMB Exhibit 300 provides one structured 
approach for risk assessment and is 
required for federal agencies request-
ing funds for IT projects. The guidelines 
(OMB Circular A-11, Section 7) direct 
agencies in the following manner: “You 
should have performed a risk assessment 
during the early planning and initial con-
cept phase of this investment’s life-cycle, 
developed a risk-adjusted life-cycle cost 
estimate and a plan to eliminate, mitigate 
or manage risk, and be actively manag-
ing risk throughout the investment’s 
life-cycle.” And, all major projects are 
required to have a risk management plan 
prior to moving from planning into the 
development phase of expending funds. 
The Software Engineering Institute’s 
(SEI) Continuous Risk Guide provides 
another approach. Considerations range 
from life cycle costs to dependencies and 
interoperability to agency management 
capability.
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How QA/IV&V works 

1.

QA/IV&V consists of 
five basic activities: 

1. Risk assessment

2. Project management 
 assessment

3. Deliverables assessment

4. Performance assessment

5. Process assessment

Each activity includes processes 
for gathering performance data 
regarding project processes, 
deliverables, risks, etc.; analyzing 
the data to formulate performance 
improvement guidance to the 
project; and providing continuous 
improvement feedback to help 
enable project leaders to meet 
performance objectives.



v
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Case Study: Municipal Human 
Services System

In 2004, a city government’s large 
human services system project, which 
provides web-based access to sev-
eral dozen family health programs, 
including Medicaid, in seven different 
languages, hired KPMG LLP to provide 
ongoing quality assurance and inde-
pendent risk assessment services.

KPMG identified potential risks and 
issues (such as difficulty obtaining 
stakeholder approvals and planned 
loss of internal personnel), assessed 
their potential impact on the project, 
and provided practical recommenda-
tions for remediation. This information 
was maintained in a risk assessment 
profile that was reported monthly to 
senior client executives.

as a result, in part, of its successful 
risk management, the project won a 
number of prestigious technology and 
human services awards and became 
a model for a common enterprise 
platform for human services programs 
citywide. The citywide program, when 
fully implemented, will be one of the 
larger integrated enterprise human 
services systems in the U.s. and will 
be used by more than 13 agencies 
and 20,000 users. In late 2007, KPMG 
was selected for a five-year contract 
to provide quality assurance and risk 
assessment services for this new IT 
initiative.

Project management  
assessment
The QA/IV&V project management 
assessment is designed to help remedy 
the issues that arise when projects do 
not use leading project management 
practices. This assessment focuses on 
reviewing the methods, practices, and 
tools used by the project management 
team to plan, execute, monitor, and 
control the project. The project’s prac-
tices are compared with leading industry 
practices, such as those set forth by the 
PMBOK.

Case Study: State Pension System

a state government department 
that was designing, developing, and 
implementing a replacement for its 
core pension systems engaged KPMG 
for Independent Project oversight 
Consulting (IPoC) and Independent 
verification and validation (Iv&v). 

during the four-year project—which 
required the participation of almost 
every business unit within the depart-
ment and close coordination with 
related projects—KPMG reviewed the 
project’s schedule, scope, and cost 
to verify the progress claimed by the 
project team, while also assessing the 
risk of delays and cost increases.

Because of the breadth and cross-
functional nature of the effort, KPMG 
continuously evaluated the effective-
ness of management processes in the 
areas of project governance, risk/issue 
management, deliverable quality, and 
requirements management, in addition 
to tracking the deliverables timeline. 
By reviewing these focus areas, the 
IPoC/Iv&v team was able to facilitate 
an early confirmation that project 
requirements would be fully met and 
that the resulting system would be of 
the expected quality.

The IPoC/Iv&v team also created pro-
cedures for reviewing the widespread 
organizational change prompted by the 
new system. observing the coordina-
tion of related project schedules from 
a central vantage point allowed the 
IPoC/Iv&v team to bring insights and 
concerns to the attention of manage-
ment, and to do so in time to allow for 
corrective action. 

Through its success in establishing 
criteria for monitoring focus areas, the 
IPoC/Iv&v team was able to provide 
at-a-glance condition reports for 
management, supported by fact-based 
analytical narratives of the issues and 
progress observed. These monthly 
assessments served as the basis for 
much of the department’s executive-
level reporting and decision making.

8   Government IT Projects Need QA/IV&V 
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Deliverables assessment
Project deliverables need to adhere to 
project requirements, business require-
ments, and industry-leading technical 
standards. The deliverables assessment 
examines the quality of specific project 
deliverables; helps identify various criteria 
up front; conducts focused reviews of 
outcomes to identify errors, omissions, 
and root causes; and assists in identifying 
a process that the project team can

use to implement corrective actions. 
Defects that can be uncovered through 
deliverables assessment might include 
omission of requirements in design or 
test cases, errors, security vulnerabilities, 
and incomplete planning. 

Case Study: State Central 
Accounting System

one of the common problems in an IT 
project is that the integrator is often 
not supplied with standards for project 
deliverables until after the deliverables 
have been created, resulting in unnec-
essary rework.

In 2006, a state comptroller’s central 
accounting system project engaged 
KPMG to identify standards and 

guidelines for project deliverables to 
be produced by the system integrator.  
In collaboration with the project team, 
KPMG supplied the requirements that 
project deliverables were to address, 
the process to be undertaken by the 
team that would create the delivera-
bles, and technical standards to be 
followed.

The team included these standards 
and guidelines in the system inte-
grator request For Proposals (rFP), 
which allowed proposers to plan their 
approaches from the outset. once the 
integrator began work, few disagree-
ments arose regarding deliverable 
standards, rework was reduced, and 
the quality of deliverables improved. 

The why and how of Quality Assurance/Independent Verification and Validation   9   
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Performance assessment
Government entities have for some time 
encouraged the use of performance 
measures to track the performance of 
programs and projects. However, a dou-
ble challenge often deters the use  
of performance measures: first, deter-
mining the appropriate metrics to use, 
and second, following up with the labor- 
intensive task of collecting data with 
which to track performance against 
these criteria on an ongoing basis.

Nevertheless, the use of performance 
measures by government entities is only 
expected to increase as government pro-
grams and projects become larger and 
scrutiny over the use of funds becomes 
a priority. For example, the recent pas-
sage of the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (also known 
as the Economic Stimulus) provides 
for comprehensive “transparency and 
accountability” requirements that include 
the identification, tracking, and report-
ing of performance measures. These 
requirements are designed to demon-
strate the extent to which the goals 
and objectives of specific government 
projects and programs that received the 
funding are being achieved.

Another example is U.S. OMB Exhibit 
300, which mandates that major IT  
initiatives must align with the 
Performance Reference Model (PRM) 
designed by the Federal Enterprise 
Architecture Program Management 
Office (FEA PMO).

Beginning with FY 2005 requests for 
new IT projects, these programs must 
have performance measures that are 
updated and reported upon at least annu-
ally. Whether or not these are applied, 
and how well they are applied, varies 
widely. This four-phase model provides 
guidelines for developing operational-
ized measurement indicators for the 
purpose of measuring project progress. 
Its purpose: “to develop IT performance 
information that can be used to improve 
decision making and performance.”5 

The PRM provides an objective frame-
work whereby the IT program is chal-
lenged to think about the outcomes from 
multiple perspectives. These outcomes 
are agreed to and signed off on by the 
business owners. The annual measure-
ment of the outcomes helps to ensure 
that business leaders stay engaged and 
the scope is not modified without their 
consent.6 

Performance measures can be refined 
over time. The QA/IV&V function can vali-
date that the right measures have been 
identified (with the right set of partici-
pants contributing to their selection) and 
are being tracked.

Case Study: Large Federal Agency

a large federal agency contracted with 
KPMG to assess activities associated 
with a systems development project 
that had been discontinued prior to 
implementation.

The objective of the engagement 
was to identify the root causes of the 
discontinuation and translate these 
insights into suggested actions to miti-
gate similar risks in future projects. 
KPMG performed its assessment 

10   Government IT Projects Need QA/IV&V   

5How to Use the Performance Reference Model, Version 1, September 2003: Executive Summary, p. iii.

6How to Use the Performance Reference Model, Version 1, September 2003: PRM Phase II.2.B.

4.
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7These included: Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (CoBIT), Capital Planning and 
Investment Control (CPIC), OMB A-11 part 7, Project Management Institute’s Project Management Body of 
Knowledge (PMBOK), Federal Information Security Management Act (FISMA), Federal controls guidance and 
standards issued by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), such as OMB A-123, A127, A-130, as 
well as various National Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) standards.

8This is KPMG’s generic schematic of the scope and structure of an IT project.

through the lens of four interdepend-
ent process areas that are applicable 
to systems implementation efforts—
organizational focus and business 
strategy, acquisition management 
and contract administration, project 
management, and systems life cycle 
management—as well as other project 
management criteria and standards.7 

after collecting and analyzing data, 
KPMG was able to establish after the 
fact a clear line of sight between the 

stated or understood goals of the 
project and the actual or intended out-
comes. We were then able to identify 
specific root causes of the project dif-
ficulties, translate these into a lessons-
learned framework, and identify 
potential actions that could be taken to 
facilitate avoidance of similar mistakes 
in future development efforts. 

5.
Process assessment
The process assessment examines 
methods used by the project team to 
execute overall management and develop 
the product. The framework on the next 
page8 illustrates the potential scope of 
QA/IV&V—and the process assessment 
in particular. Ideally, QA/IV&V should 
cover processes in the areas of strategy 
and governance, project management, 
business process, organizational change 
management, technology integration, and 
internal controls.

QA/IV&V helps bring quality to project 
management and product develop-
ment because it reviews processes and 
practices and provides feedback and 
recommendations—with the ultimate 
effect being that processes and practices 
become consistent with industry-leading 
practices. 

Case Study: Review of State 
Technology Development Process

a state government agency, about  
to embark on a large and complex 
project encompassing a commercial 
off-the-shelf software package,  
service-oriented architecture, and 
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Project Framework

MANAGEMENT

Initiation and Planning Execution and Monitoring Control Closeout

Strategy and Governance

Define strategic goals  
Authorize project  
Identify Steering Committee

Steering committee provides ongoing  
oversight, authorizes significant changes

Steering committee disbands

Project Management

Develop business case, project charter, PM process 
plans

Manage integration, scope, schedule (time), cost, 
quality, human resources, communications, risk, and 
procurement project management processes

Close project

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Requirements Design Configure/Develop Test Implement Transition to Support

Business Process

Identify business  
requirements

Develop process vision 
Develop performance 
metrics

Develop processes,  
policies, and procedures

Test and pilot processes Implement in operations 
Measure performance

Measure performance

Organizational Change Management

Identify organizational 
and training rqmts.
Develop  
communications,  
organizational  
development, and  
training plans

Implement  
communications
Design training 
Conduct impact 
assessment

Implement  
communications
Develop training 
Design organizational 
structure/roles

Implement  
communications and 
training
Update changes in  
organization

Implement  
communications and 
training 
Implement new  
organizational roles and 
responsibilities

Implement ongoing 
training

Technology Integration

Identify tech  
requirements 
Conduct tech planning 
Conduct gap analysis

Develop tech  
architecture, system  
configuration plan,  
system design

Configure system 
Develop custom code, 
conversions, interfaces

Integrate system 
Test performance
Implement user  
acceptance testing (UAT)

Implement go-live and 
technology support

Transition to ongoing 
operations

Internal Controls

Identify internal control 
requirements

Integrate internal control 
requirements with 
process and technology 
design

Implement process and 
system configuration/
coding

Test internal controls Confirm implementation Sustain effectiveness
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associated technologies, engaged 
KPMG to provide a review of the 
planned configuration management 
process.

Configuration management, an ele-
ment of technology integration, is 
widely associated with significant 
risks in IT projects, including properly 
coordinating the efforts of different 
developers working on the same or 
associated elements of the application, 
coordinating testing and the promo-
tion of application changes so that all 
changes are thoroughly tested (includ-
ing their impact on the application as 

a whole), and preventing unauthorized 
and possibly fraudulent changes from 
being introduced into the application.

KPMG conducted its review during 
the planning phase of the project and 
made a number of observations and 
recommendations, as follows:

•  Provide for the identification and defi-
nition of the baseline configuration

•  Define the scope of configuration 
management to include such compo-
nents as operating system, hardware, 
and network, in addition to the pri-
mary software elements

•  Explicitly address procedures for 
emergency changes

•  Determine mechanisms for storing 
and tracking critical infrastructure 
configuration files that are not 
addressed by the primary software’s 
version control software

•  Identify procedures related to logging 
and auditing configuration changes 
and migration

as a result of this input, the planned 
process was improved to address 
these configuration management 
issues.



When establishing a QA/IV&V function, 
organizations should pay close attention 
to long-term monitoring, the need for 
diverse skills, and the importance of an 
independent assessment.

Develop a concept for  
monitoring the project
Every large IT project should have an 
executive monitoring function. This is 
often accomplished by establishing an 
Executive Steering Committee (ESC) 
led by the primary project sponsor. The 
function of the ESC should include help-
ing ensure that the project is consistent 
with the organization’s strategic priorities 

and on track to meet its performance 
objectives, and that resources required 
for project success are available. QA/
IV&V can provide input into this function 
by providing an objective perspective of 
the performance of the project and risks 
that it is facing, as well as reporting its 
perspectives to the ESC.

Provide for a multi-disciplined 
QA/IV&V team
As we have noted above, a complex IT 
project requires many functions to suc-
ceed, including strategy and governance, 
project management, business process 
development, organizational change, 

technology integration, and internal con-
trols. To address these aspects of the 
project, the QA/IV&V team is generally 
a multi-disciplined team with knowledge 
across a wide range of areas, including 
those identified here. The QA/IV&V team 
should have the resources to be able to 
evaluate practices and project delivera-
bles for each project component accord-
ing to its respective industry standards. 

Considerations for QA/IV&V implementation 
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Budget for QA/IV&V
In our experience, QA/IV&V comprises 
5-10 percent of a project’s overall 
budget, depending on the scope and 
nature of the QA/IV&V activities per-
formed. This investment should be 
understood in the context of the overall 
“cost of quality” within the project. The 
cost of quality is equal to the cost of 
investments intended to improve the 
quality of products and services, includ-
ing prevention costs and inspection 

costs, plus the cost of fixing deficiencies 
both prior to or after the completion of 
the project. The objective of any project 
should be to minimize overall costs, 
which means correcting deficiencies as 
early as possible in the life cycle of the 
project. Hence, the wisdom of using  
QA/IV&V, which is considerably less 
costly than correcting deficiencies, 
particularly late-stage deficiencies, and 
is designed to help prevent them from 
occurring in the first place.

source: IEEE 1012

Establish independence
Being independent from project man-
agement and implementation teams 
allows for objective feedback to the 
project sponsor, steering committee, 
and management. During a QA/IV&V 
engagement, the level of independence 
is typically dictated by the client. IEEE 
1012 defines independence (Annex C of 
the standard) from the strictest form of 
Classical Independence to the least strict 
form of Embedded V&V, where there is 
no stated independence. The types of 
independence classifications as defined 
by IEEE 1012 (pg. 58) are listed in the 
table at right: 

Independence Type Description

Classical Responsibilities for QA/IV&V efforts are provided by an  
organization that has:

•  Managerial independence from the development and  
program management organizations

•  Financial independence, with control of the QA/IV&V  
budget independent of the development organization

•  Technical independence, with technical personnel not 
involved in the development of the software

QA/IV&V Modified In this case, managerial independence is compromised since 
the QA/IV&V service provider reports directly to the prime 
integrator. This approach still maintains technical and financial 
independence, since an outside organization is providing the 
QA/IV&V services and there is a separate budget set aside 
for these services.

QA/IV&V Internal The developer is responsible for QA/IV&V activities using 
personnel from its own organization, though not necessarily 
the same personnel involved in the development effort. In this 
case, all technical, managerial, and financial independence is 
compromised to some extent.

QA/IV&V Embedded  V&V Similar to Internal QA/IV&V except that personnel on the 
development team also perform the V&V activities, thus 
maintaining no real measure of independence.



QA/IV&V in the hands of an independent 
and experienced practitioner provides a 
level of assurance that can help make a 
difference between success and failure 
at each phase of the project life cycle, 
from initial approval through long-term 
service delivery. Through the application 
of QA/IV&V assessments—focused on 
risk, project management, deliverables, 
performance, and process—the QA/
IV&V team can provide collaborative 
assistance to the project team and help 
ensure that the organization “builds the 
right system” and “builds the system 
right.” Key to the success of the QA/

IV&V approach are a multi-disciplined 
team, a comprehensive scope that mir-
rors the project itself, and an appropriate 
level of independence.

Some federal, state, and local agencies 
have already embraced QA/IV&V. Front-
line states are poised to mandate QA/
IV&V on mission-critical IT projects. As 
citizens and legislators become more 
aware of the benefits and cost effective-
ness of QA/IV&V, along with the false 
economy of omitting QA/IV&V from a 
project budget, QA/IV&V will become 
the norm.

Evidence suggests that QA/IV&V typi-
cally costs between 5 and 10 percent of 
the total cost of an IT project, depending 
on the complexity of the project and the 
specific scope of QA/IV&V activities.9 
Governments can minimize risks, lower 
overall costs, and significantly increase 
the likelihood of success if they include 
QA/IV&V components as part of their 
mission-critical projects.

Conclusion
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About KPMG’s IT Advisory Services

KPMG LLP’s IT Advisory professionals 
can help align your information technol-
ogy capabilities with the strategic and 
financial objectives of your organization. 
We have the knowledge and experi- 
ence to help you achieve improved 
performance from your IT investments, 
manage technology risks, and manage 
information more effectively. With our 
understanding of both business objec-
tives and the use of enabling technology, 
we can help ensure that your IT services 
meet the current and future needs of 
your business. 

We work collaboratively with market-
leading clients of all sizes and across 
all industries to help them prioritize and 
manage their IT investments. We assist 
throughout the IT transformation life 

cycle—with strategy development and 
implementation, change management, 
and performance measurement as 
well as the integration of sustainability 
and risk management into technology 
solutions. We serve as trusted advisers, 
bringing objectivity and impartiality to 
every engagement. 

KPMG International’s network of 
professionals in member firms in 144 
countries gives us both global breadth 
and local understanding. We possess 
in-depth knowledge of local markets, 
regulations, and tax law, enabling us to 
help your organization reduce operating 
costs, improve speed and quality of  
service, and improve your ability to 
respond to rapidly changing business 
and technology requirements.
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